This Just in..

Mini-Monies,
Micro Weddings,
Intimate Affairs

A Special Place
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in time

W

hen the line of lipsticks that stylist
Alayne Curtiss used were mostly discontinued
in 2017, she thought to herself, ‘I can do this!’

During her more than 30-year career, Curtiss tried
thousands of makeup, hair, and beauty products.
She knew what worked for the cameras and what
her clients preferred. Modelling her cosmetics
collection after what other industry pros had done
before her, the Alayne Curtiss Bridal Beauty Satin
Shimmer line of lipsticks make every day feel like a
special day.
Formulated to be extremely wearable and never
sticky with the perfect matte balance, each of the
lipsticks is named in honor of a Saratoga street.
“Saratoga belongs on the map. People ask me how
I am able to do so many weddings. It’s because
people want to get married in Saratoga Springs.
They come to this city because it’s great and when
they’re here they feel the best they’ve ever
felt in their lives. They come back for
more because they want to have
the look and feel they did on
that day, every day,”
said Curtiss.
***
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Just as gorgeous everyday, as it is on your special day, the
Alayne Curtiss Bridal Beauty line of Satin Shimmer lipsticks are
$16/each and are available exclusively at Alayne Curtiss’s
two Make Me Fabulous Salon locations or on their website at
shop.makemefabulous.com/collections/lipstick
Beverly Blvd. – One of their best-selling shades, this beautiful shimmery pink is tinged with the added intrigue of lilac
purple.
Broadway – This is where all the action is, it’s the vibrant heart
of the Saratoga Springs downtown scene and this lipstick, a
perfect red with a touch of gold, says it all.
Bridal Path – Brand new for the Fall 2020 season, this pink
looks great on darker skin tones and paired with flower girls’
rosy complexions. Destined to become a long-lasting signature color.
Duchess Court – Classic and confident, this light to medium
pink, grabs your attention without the need to shout.
Gideon Putnam Way – Elegant and timeless, this rosy pink
with neutral gold undertones, is both graceful and gorgeous.
Grand Ave. – This pinky plum with copper undertones will
indeed have you feeling grand, just like its name suggests.
Madison Ave. – Jockeys and their steeds walk the runways
here, and this neutral pink with peachy undertones brings
out that slightly sporty side.
Newton Ave. – Like the street where Curtiss had her first
home in Saratoga, this neutral beige pink holds a special
place in her heart.
Phila Street – This street has a personality all its own. Recreate
the cool, understated vibe that it inspires with this smooth,
nude beige color.
Thames Way – Brimming with beautiful architecture, this soft
shimmery nude pink, will have you feeling as regal as the
street it’s named after.
Whitney Place – Honor the influence, philanthropy and spirit
of one of Saratoga’s most respected ladies with this peachy
pink nude lip color.

Whatever You Call It -

You Can Still
Get Married!
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Smaller Guest Counts:
Currently a maximum of 50 people are permitted to
attend an event. Therefore, guest lists have been cut to
immediate family members and very close friends. One
huge benefit of a smaller wedding is that the reduced
guest count will result in more money being available,
allowing you to splurge on florals or perhaps menu items
that would be otherwise outside your budget.

Sanitation – The New Favor:
Some couples are running with this and providing
personalized hand sanitizers and face masks.

Social Distancing:
Many events are incorporating at least a partial outdoor
format, whether it is the ceremony, cocktail hour, or the
entire reception. Tents have always been popular, but
they will play an even bigger roll moving forward. For
elderly relatives, live streaming of the ceremony and
event is becoming popular.
Whether or not a couple chooses to postpone or go
ahead with their original date, the important thing to
remember is that love has not been cancelled. You still
get to marry your special person. It just may look a little
different. But that’s not necessarily a bad thing, is it?
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